Abstract-It is well known that the construction of Voronoi diagrams is based on the notion of bisector of two given points. Already in normed linear spaces, bisectors have a complicated structure and can, for many classes of norms, only be described with the help of topological methods. Even more general, we present results on bisectors for convex distance functions (gauges). Let C, with the origin o from its interior, be the compact, convex set inducing a convex distance function (gauge) in the plane, and let B(−x, x) be the bisector of −x and x, i.e., the set of points z such that the distance (measured with the convex distance function induced by C) from z to −x equals that from z to x. For example, we prove the following characterization of the Euclidean norm within the family of all convex distance functions: if the set L of points x in the boundary ∂C of C that creates B(−x, x) as a straight line has non-empty interior with respect to ∂C, then C is an ellipse centered at the origin. For the subcase of normed planes we give an easier approach, extending the result also to higher dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that for the construction of Voronoi diagrams the notion of bisector of two given points is fundamental. To construct bisectors in Euclidean space is an elementary task, but to investigate them in general normed spaces can be, from the geometric and topological viewpoint, very difficult, since bisectors can even be full-dimensional sets. For results on bisectors and Voronoi diagrams in normed linear spaces we refer to the survey [6] . Here we want to prove some new theorems on bisectors for convex distance functions, which are more general than respective statements for norms.
Let C ⊆ R 2 be a convex body containing the origin o in its interior, and ∂C be the boundary of C. The gauge (or Minkowski functional) γ C defined as (cf. 1) By [p, q] we denote the segment (possibly degenerate) between two points p, q ∈ X, by [p, q the ray with starting point p passing through q (p = q), and by p, q the line passing through p and q (p = q).
For each point x ∈ ∂C, we denote by x − the point in which the ray [x, o intersects ∂C. Also, each point x ∈ ∂C is associated with a number μ x > 0 such that x − = −μ x x. Let u and v be two linearly independent points in ∂C. Then we call the set arc(u, v) := {λu + μv : λ, μ ≥ 0} ∩ ∂C the (minor) arc of ∂C connecting u and v. Let L be the set of points x in ∂C such that B(−x, x) is a straight line, where B(−x, x) is the bisector of the points −x and x, which is defined as
The set L could be empty, even if C is symmetric with respect to the origin. Such an example can be found in [2, Example 2.1]. The aim of the paper is to show that, if the interior of L with respect to ∂C is not empty, then C is an ellipse centered at the origin.
In Section II we deal with the general case, namely when C is not necessarily symmetric with respect to the origin. In Section III we study the special case when C is symmetric with respect to the origin o. Benefiting from recent results in Functional Analysis, our approach in Section III is much easier. It is also valid for the case when C is a bounded closed convex set with non-empty interior, which is symmetric with respect to the origin, and therefore the unit ball of an infinite dimensional real normed linear space.
II. THE GENERAL CASE
At the beginning of this section we note that if x ∈ L, then x − = −μ x x ∈ L, which can be easily seen from the following equations.
The following lemma describes the relation between the structure of a bisector and a property of ∂C. 
Proof: First, since B(−x, x) is a straigth line, there exist precisely two points n x and s x in ∂C such that the lines n x + −x, x and s x + −x, x are two supporting lines of C. For each point z ∈ B(−x, x) we have the inequality
Also, we have
From (1) and (2) it follows that
Next we show that o ∈ [n x , s x ]. If this is not true, then either o and x are separated by the line n x , s x or o and −x are separated by the line n x , s x . We only deal with the case when o and x are separated by the line n x , s x ; the other case can be proved in a similar way.
Let l be the supporting line of C which is parallel to n x , s x and contained in the halfspace that is bounded by n x , s x and contains x. We denote by X + the halfspace bounded by l which does not contain C. From foregoing discussions, there exist two points z 1 and z 2 in B(−x, x) such that z 1 lies in the halfplane bounded by −x, x containing n x , and z 2 lies in the other halfplane containing s x . These two points z 1 and z 2 can be chosen so that . This is impossible and leads to a contradiction.
By Lemma 2, we can associate each x ∈ L with two points n x and s x such that 1) n x + −x, x and s x + −x, x are the two supporting lines of C which are parallel to −x, x ; 2) n x is contained in the portion of ∂C that connects x with x − counterclockwise.
Proof: First we show that B(−x, x) is parallel to the line n x , s x . Suppose to the contrary that this is not true. Let {z n } ⊂ B(−x, x) be a sequence, which is contained in the halfspace bounded by −x, x and containing n x , such that lim
which is a contradiction to the equation (3).
Next we show that
, which follows directly from the equations
Proof: From Lemma 3 and the relation o ∈ [n x , s x ] it follows that, for each number β ∈ R,
Also we have the equations
Lemma 6. If x and y are two linearly independent points in ∂C and arc(x, y) ⊂ L, then there exists a number
be the polar equations of arc(n x , n y ) and arc(s x , s y ), respectively. Then
holds for all θ ∈ [θ 1 , θ 2 ] with a countable set of exception. By integration, (5) yields
Thus
Hence there exists a number γ 0 such that arc(n x , n y ) = γ 0 arc(s x , s y ). 
Lemma 6 shows that there exists a number
From (6) 
which implies that μ x = 1 μx . Thus μ x = 1. One can easily verify that μ x is continuous with respect to x. Thus, for each point y in the closure of the interior of L with respect to ∂C, μ y = 1. 
it follows from Lemma 7 that o ∈ B(−x, x).
2) This is an easy consequence of the definition of ref x and the fact that μ x = 1.
3) Let z 1 = α 1 x + β 1 n x and z 2 = α 2 x + β 2 n x be two arbitrary points in R 2 , and λ, γ be two arbitrary real numbers. Then
This implies that ref x is linear.

Remark 9. Without further assumptions, B(−x, x) being a straight line does not imply that B(−x, x)
is a straight line containing the origin. Here is an example: Let C be a convex body in R 2 , the polar coordinate ρ = ρ(θ) of whose boundary ∂C satisfies the following conditions (cf. Figure  2 
where p − q E stands for the Euclidean distance between two points p and q. Then
For any point z ∈ (o + [o, (0, 1) )\{o }, the polar angle θ of z − (−x) is in (π/2, π). In this case we have the equation
.
It follows that
For the case of o , the polar angle of o − (−x) is π. Thus
which implies that o ∈ B(−x, x). Hence o + [o, (0, 1) ⊂ B(−x, x).
In a similar way, the inclusion
can be proved. Hence
Notice that, by Lemma 1, B(−x, x) is homeomorphic to a straight line. Thus
Also, it can be seen from Figure 2 that, even if B(−x, x) is a straight line, the set of midpoints of chords of C, which are parallel to −x, x , is not necessarily contained in a line. 
Lemma 10. If x ∈ ∂C lies in the interior of L with respect to ∂C and y is a point in
L, then ref x (y) ∈ L.
Proof: From Lemma 5 and Corollary 8 it follows that
B(−y, y)
From Lemma 10 it follows that arc(u,
This is in contradiction to the fact that L x is the maximal connected component of L containing x.
III. A CHARACTERIZATION OF INNER PRODUCT SPACES
In this section, C is a closed bounded convex body in a real linear space (which is not necessarily finite dimensional) with o as interior point and center of symmetry. In this situation, C is the unit ball B X of a real normed linear space X with norm · , whose unit sphere is the boundary of B X and denoted by S X . A normed linear space is called a Banach space if it is complete. A Banach space X is a Hilbert space if the norm · is compatible with an inner product on the linear space X. Although we study the general case when X is not necessarily finite dimensional, our method belongs to the geometry of finite dimensional Banach spaces (or the geometry of Minkowski spaces, cf. [5] , [6] , and the monograph [7] ).
Some notions of generalized orthogonality types in normed linear spaces are needed for the discussion in the sequel. Let x and y be in X. We say that x is isosceles orthogonal to y if the equation
holds, and for this situation we write x ⊥ I y; x is said to be Roberts orthogonal to y if the equation
holds for any number α ∈ R, and we write x ⊥ R y for this case. The implication
is trivial while its reverse, namely
forces X to be an inner produce space (cf. [2] , [4] , or [8] ). In other words, isosceles orthogonality is in general not homogeneous. We notice that
We also need the notion of Birkhoff orthogonality. x is said to be Birkhoff orthogonal to y if the inequality x + λy ≥ x holds for any number λ ∈ R, and in this case we write x ⊥ B y.
Geometrically, x ⊥ B y means that, when x y = 0, there exists a line containing x, is parallel to the line passing through −y and y, and supports the disc of radius x centered at o in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by x and y (cf. Figure 3) . One can also verify the implication
For more information about the structure of bisectors, also in view of relations to properties of generalized orthogonality types (especially isosceles and Birkhoff orthogonality), we refer to [6] , [9] , [10] , and [11] .
Still we denote by L the set of points x in S X such that B(−x, x) is a hyperplane. Notice that, since B X is symmetric with respect to the origin, B(−x, x) always contains the origin o.
A subset R of a topological space T is said to be rare in T if the interior of the closure of R in T is empty. An operator on a real Banach space of the form s e,e * : Then s e,e * is a reflection and e ⊥ R {x : x ∈ X, e * (x) = 0}.
By Lemma 12, s e,e * is an isometric reflection and e is an isometric reflection vector.
Remark 14. The reverse of Lemma 13 is not true. Take, for example, the normed (or Minkowski) plane X = (R 2 , · ∞ ). Let e = (1, 0). Then e is an isometric reflection vector. To see this, we put e * = (1, 0). Then e * ∈ S X * , e * (e) = 1, and e ⊥ R {λ(0, 1) : λ ∈ R} = {x : x ∈ X, e * (x) = 0}.
However, B(−e, e) is not a hyperplane, but even a set with nonempty interior (cf. Figure 4) .
Lemma 15. (cf. [13]) A Banach space X is a Hilbert space if and only if the set of all isometric reflection vectors in X is not rare in S X .
The following is the result that we claimed. Proof: By Lemma 13, the set L is a subset of the set of isometric reflection vectors in X. Since the interior of L with respect to S X is not empty, the set of isometric reflection vectors is also not rare in S X . Then it follows from Lemma 15 that X is a Hilbert space.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
For a planar convex body C taken as unit ball of a convex distance function (gauge) we show the following: If the set L of all points x in the boundary of C that create their bisectors B(−x, x) as straight lines has nonempty interior with respect to that boundary of C, then C is an ellipse centered at the origin. An easier approach to that characterization of Euclidean geometry, which is also available for higher dimensions, is applied to the subcase when C is centrally symmetric with respect to the origin, i.e., when the gauge γ C is a norm.
